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The Tivoli Storage Manager Client and UTF -8
Using the Linux and UNIX Backup -Archive Client to Backup and
Restore Files in Multiple Byte Character Set Environments such as
UTF-8

1. Localization in Multiple Language
Environments
This paper discusses the Tivoli Storage Manager for Linux and UNIX Backup -Archive Client
operation in environments with UTF -8 and Double Byte Character Set ( DBCS) encoded file
names. Deployed correctly, the Tivoli Storage Manager Linux and UNIX Backup -Archive
Client can be configured to properly protect all files regardless of their file name or the
encoding used to represent the file name. The purpose of this paper is to help you understand
UTF-8 and DBCS issues and the best way to achieve your desired results with Tivoli Storage
Manager.

Localization Overview
What are characters used in the file names of the files on your file servers? If the characters are
exclusively basic Latin characters (A -Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.), localization is not much of a concern. As
soon as you start seeing extended Latin characters (e.g., í, ñ, etc.), Greek, Cyrillic, Arabic,
Chinese, or other characters, you need to take a l ong hard look at localization. If your file server
is serving clients in Amsterdam, Athens, Beijing, or Berlin, chances are y ou have left the
comfortable world of basic Latin and should read on.
Localization is a general term for the process of customizing the display and keyboard
characteristics of a computer for a particular country or location. Localization involves message
translation, character encoding, character representation, keyboard usage , and date, time and
number formats.
For instance, the German word for "date" is "Datum", the Russian word for date is “ Дата”, and
the Japanese characters for date are “ 日付”. Notice that both the translation and the characters
used for the translation differ b etween the different languages.

Message Translation
Software products that have been localized, such as the Tivoli Storage Manager Client, provide
message catalogs that have been translated into multiple languages, and the users of localized
products have the option to specify the language used during product interaction.
The Tivoli Storage Manager Client provides messa ge catalogs in fourteen languages: English,
Czech, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Japanese,
Korean, Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chinese.
The Tivoli Storage Manager client automatically detects the language specified by the locale and
displays all messages in that language. For example, in a French operating system where the
LANG environment variable is “LANG=fr_FR”, the Tivoli Storage Manager Client attempts to use
the French message catalog. If the Tivoli Storage Manager Client cannot load the French
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message catalog, or if the client is running on an unsupported language, such as French/Canada
(LANG=fr_CA) (fr for ISO 8859 -1 French and CA for Canada), the Tivoli Storage Manager Client
defaults to the United States English message catalog and all messages will appear in English.

Character Set Encoding
File names on a computer system are typically strings of characters that can be entered on the
keyboard and displayed on the computer monitor. Each charact er displayed on the screen is
encoded in a binary representation on the file system. The mapping between the character
representation displayed on the computer monitor and its binary representation in the file system
is defined by a character encoding standard. There are a number of standards. For example,
the ISO 8859 standard maps the character ‘A’ as the eight bit byte 0x41.
The basic Latin characters (A -Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.) compose the seven bit ASCII characters (the high
order bit of the eight bit byte for these characters is always zero), and they have the same
encoding in all supported locales, ISO 8859, DBCS and UTF -8. If your file names are composed
exclusively of basic Latin characters, the file names will always appear the same regardless of
the locale.
Characters that have a binary encoding that is greater than the seven bit ASCII characters have
different mappings in the different character encoding standards. For example, the binary
encoding 0xA3 in the ISO 8859 -1 standard represents the characte r ‘£’. The same binary
encoding represents the character ‘ Ł’ in the ISO 8859-3 standard.

Character Representation
The representation of individual characters in your terminal window is a function of the terminal
window character set encoding configuration and the fonts used. If the terminal window character
set encoding and fonts used are appropriate to the characters to be represented, the characters
will be displayed as expected. However , if the terminal window character set encoding and font
are not appropriate for the act ual characters, then the display will be incorrect. It should be noted
that the basic Latin characters (A -Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.) have the same encoding in all su pported
character set encodings so these characters are always displayed correctly.
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File names are not displayed correctly when the terminal window character set encoding and the
file name character set encoding do not match. The example below show s what happens when
the encoding of the file names and the terminal do not match. The file names in this ex ample are
all encoded in UTF-8 and the terminal is running in an English ISO -8859-15 locale. Only the basic
Latin characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.) in the file names are displayed correctly.

The Locale Setting
The locale is not a file name characteristic; instead, it defines an execution environment. The
LANG environment variable is used to set the locale. The fully qualified LANG environment
variable has two parts. The first part determines the language used for messages, and the
second part determines how the binary encoded individual characters are treated. For example, if
LANG=en_US.ISO8859-1, the English language message catalogs are used, and all characters
are expected to be in the ISO 8859 -1 character set. If LANG= DE_DE.UTF -8, the German
language message catalogs are used and all characters are expected to be in the UTF -8
character set.
The locale setting determines how programs running in that environment treat the individual
characters in the file name and the message catalogs used when writing out messages.
Changing the locale has no effect on the binary encoding of the file names, it just changes how
the file name characters are processed by programs executing in that locale and the languages
used for messages.

Display Issues
The Terminal Character Set Encoding and the Locale
The terminal, or terminal emulator to be precise, is a window for communicating with a computer
system. Commands can be entered in the terminal window, and the results of the commands can
be viewed in the same window.
In a modern computer system supporting multiple languages, the terminal must be able to handle
strings with different character set encodings. Terminals, such as the Gnome terminal that is used
for the examples in this document, have a pull down menu that can be used to set the character
set encoding of the terminal. Th e encoding configuration chosen in the menu determines how the
characters are displayed in the window and how characters entered on the command line are
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encoded into a file’s name or contents . If the terminal character set encoding is set incorrectly, f ile
names composed of characters other than the basic Latin characters may not be handled
correctly.
The locale setting determines how programs r unning in that environment handle the individual
characters. A program, such as the ls command, uses the locale to determine how to parse the
characters in the file names before sending them to the terminal window to be displayed. This
interaction between the terminal character set encoding and the local e occurs because the
terminal window does not display characters all by itself.
The first few lines in the example below shows how the characters displayed in the terminal
window differ when the locale is changed and the terminal encoding is kept constant. The
terminal encoding and the locale were initially set to UTF -8. Notice that all of the characters,
including the German character “ü” in the file name displayed by the ls command are displayed
correctly.
If the locale is changed to de_DE, which indicates that the German language message catalogs
are to be used and all characters are expected to be in the ISO8859-1 character set and the
terminal encoding is left as UTF-8, the display of the file name still looks correct. This is because
the UTF-8 character “ü” is also a valid ISO8859 -1 character. However, if the locale is changed to
the Chinese DBCS zh_TW locale, the “ü” is no longer displayed correctly because the character
“ü” is not defined in the zh_TW.euctw character mappings.
If the locale is changed back to the UTF-8 locale and the terminal encoding is changed to
ISO8859-1, the UTF-8 multiple byte character “ü” is now displayed incorrectly as “A1/4”. This is
because the multiple byte UTF -8 character “ü” maps into two single byte ISO8859 -1 characters.
In general, both the terminal encoding and the locale must have the same character set
definitions for the display to be correct.

The Terminal Encoding Applies to Remote Telnet and SSH
Sessions
12

The terminal encoding on the local system applies to both the display of names on the local
system and to the display of names received from a telnet or ssh session connected to a remote
system. This appears counter intuitive, but when you realize that the telnet or ssh session is
actually a program (just like t he ls command) running in the terminal window, it becomes clear
why the terminal encoding on the local systems applies to characters received from a remote
system.
In the example below, some single byte character set file names composed of characters from
multiple different ISO8859 standards are shown. When the terminal encoding is set to ISO 8859 1 the display is as follows. Notice that the Russian file names are obviously incorrect.

If the terminal encoding is changed to ISO 8859 -5, the Russian ISO 8859-5 characters are now
displayed correctly, but some of the other file names appear differently. If you look closely, you
will see that the Spanish, Hungarian and Portuguese file names are not the same as when the
encoding was set to ISO 8859 -1.
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Some Telnet and SSH Clients Do Not Handle Multiple Byte
Characters Correctly
Some versions of telnet and ssh clients are not UTF -8 enabled and do not handle multiple byte
characters correctly. If you get a display similar to the one shown below, try to upda te to a telnet
or ssh client that supports multiple byte characters.
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File Names
Where Do Files Get Their Names?
Files are typically created either by a command issued i n a terminal emulator’s window or by
providing a name in a full screen editor’s win dow. The character set encoding configuration of the
terminal or editor and the locale determine how all characters, including file names, are encoded
in the resultant file on the disk. If the encoding configuration and locale are UTF-8, all characters
are encoded as UTF-8 characters; if the encoding configuration and locale are ISO 8859-1, all
characters are encoded as ISO 8859 -1 characters. Changing the character set encoding used to
create a new file is as simple as changing the terminal or full screen e ditor’s encoding
configuration and the locale.

The Encoding of a New File Name Is Determined by the
Terminal Encoding and the Locale Setting
The example below demonstrates how easy it is to create file names with different character set
encodings by simply changing the terminal emulator encoding. Initially , the locale terminal
encoding and locale were set to the DBCS traditional Chinese (zh_TW.euctw) encoding and the
file Chin1名 was created. The ls command was then used to display the contents of the direct ory.
Then both the terminal encoding and the locale were switched to UTF -8 and a second file
Chin2名 was created. W ith both the terminal encoding and the locale as UTF-8, the UTF-8 file
Chin2名 displayed correctly, but the DBCS file Chin 1名 displayed incorrectly. The directory now
has two files, a zh_TW.euctw file Chin1 名 and a UTF-8 file Chin2名.
Next, the locale was changed to zh_TW.euctw and the terminal encoding was left as UTF-8. A
third file, Chin3名 was created with mixed UTF-8/zh_TW.euctw encoding. The ls command was
used again to display the contents of the directory. The mixed encoding file Chin 3名 are not
displayed correctly in this or any environment, and neither the zh_TW.euctw file, Chin1名 nor the
UTF-8 file Chin2名are displayed correctly in the mixed locale/encoding environment.
A similar mixed locale environment was established, with the terminal encoding set to
zh_TW.euctw and the locale set to UTF-8. A fourth file, Chin4名was created with mixed UTF 8/zh_TW.euctw environment. The ls command was again used to display the contents of the
directory. The mixed encoding file s Chin3名and Chin4名 cannot be displayed correctly in this or
any environment, and neither the zh_TW.euctw file, Chin1 名 or the UTF-8 file Chin2名 are
displayed correctly in the mixe d locale/encoding environment.
If the locale and the terminal encoding are switched back to DBCS traditional Chinese
(zh_TW.euctw), the file Chin1 名 is displayed correctly and the UTF -8 file Chin4名 is displayed
with an additional garbage character due to t he extra bytes in the UTF -8 encoding.
It is important to keep both the locale and the terminal encoding in sync. If files are created when
the locale and the encoding are not in synchronization, the encoding of the files will be invalid.
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The od command was used to display the hexadecimal encoding of the file names. Notice that
the first four characters of each file name “Chin” are identical 0X’6843 6e69’. The next two bytes
of each name (with the bytes in little endian) are c731, e532, e533, c734, corr esponding to
Chin1名, Chin2名, Chin3名, and Chin4名. However the remaining bytes in the file names
corresponding to the character “ 名” are all different. The file Chin1 名 has a valid DBCS encoding
and the file Chin2名 has a valid UTF-8 encoding. The character enc odings of the mixed UTF8/zh_TW.euctw file names Chin3名 and Chin4名 are invalid.
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New files can also come into existence via UNIX commands such as mv or cp. However, these
commands cannot change the character set encoding of the file name because both the initial file
name and the new file name must be specified on the same command line with the same terminal
emulator encoding.

How Can I Discover a File Name’s Encoding?
The simplest way to discover a file name’s encoding is to display the file name multiple times with
the ls command while changing the terminal encoding and locale settings. The terminal encoding
and locale setting that displays the name correctly corresponds to the file name’s character set
encoding.
Using the ls command to discover a file name’s encoding requires that both the locale and the
terminal encoding settings are changed in synchronization.
It should be noted that file names solely composed of the basic Latin characters (A -Z, a-z, 0-9,
etc.) have the same encoding in all charac ter set encodings, so such file names could be
considered to have multiple possible character set encodings.
If it is not possible to use a configurable terminal emulator to discover the file name character set
encoding, either because a configurable termi nal emulator is not available or because no setting
displays the name correctly, then the od command can be used to examine the bi nary encoding
of the file name.
ls Ru*
Russian_??????, ??????
ls Ru* | od –x
7572 7373 6169 5f6e d5c1 d2e0 e0d5 202c
d5b2 e1e0 efd8 000a
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2. File System Encoding Environments
Because file names can be in multiple languages and there are at least two different character set
encoding standards for each language (UTF-8 and a non-UTF-8 encoding standard), there are
many possible file system character set encoding environments. Older legacy operating systems
such as AIX and Solaris are typically ISO 8859 single byte character set encoding environments.
New operating systems such as Linux are typically UTF -8 character set encoding environments.
This document discusses the operation of the TSM client in the following four environments.
1. All file names are in the same single byte character set encoding and all file names are in
the same language.
2. All file names are in the same UTF -8 encoding; the file names may be in multiple
languages.
3. File names are in different single byte character set encodings and the file names are in
multiple languages.
4. File names have different multiple byte encodings, s uch as DBCS and UTF-8 encoding.
The Japanese, Chinese and Korean DBCS environments are not specifically covered because
they are equivalent to the first case if all file names are in the same language. If files are in more
than one language, this is equivalent to the fourth case.

1. File Names Are In the Same Single Byte Character Set Encoding
and All File Names Are In the Same Language
This is the simplest environment. Localization concerns are minimal: messages are always in the
same language, file names are always correctly displayed if the terminal encoding and locale are
set correctly, and names can always be entered on the command line.

How Do I Know I'm in this Environment?
The most direct method to discover this environment is to query the locale with the command
locale. If the locale is a single byte ISO 8859 locale and all file names display correctly on the
command line and in the Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI and all names are in the same
language, then you are in this environment. There is no support for Japanese, Chinese or K orean
names in this environment.

Tivoli Storage Manager Client Concerns
There are no special considerations for using the Tivoli Storage Manager client to backup and
restore files in this environment. All file names will be displayed correctly if the termi nal character
set encoding is set correctly and all file names can be entered on the Backup -Archive client
command-line client. Requests to backup or restore a set of files using the wild card “*”
specification will backup or restore all files meeting the selection criteria.
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In the example below, the value of the locale environment variable is "LANG=EN_US.ISO8859 1", and the Gnome terminal is configured to use ISO 8859 -1 encodings. An ISO 8859 -1 encoded
file with the name “date” was created in this example.
The ls command correctly displays the English ISO 8859 -1 file name and the TSM client
messages are in English.

2. File Names Are In the Same UTF-8 Encoding and the File
Names May Be in Multiple Languages
This is the most powerful environmen t and it is the only environment in which there are no
restrictions on files with names in multiple languages. The UTF -8 environment is unique because
all file names, regardless of the locale, have the same UTF-8 character set encoding, and all
characters can always be entered and displayed if the terminal is configured properly. This is the
only environment in which it is possible to simultaneously display and backup files with names
composed of characters from multiple languages.

How Do I Know I'm in this Environment?
The most direct method to discover this environment is to query the locale with the command
locale. If the locale is a UTF-8 locale then you may be in this environment. The pure UTF -8
environment is similar to single byte character set single language ca se in that all file names
display correctly on the command line and in the Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI. However the
names can be in multiple languages and Japanese, Chinese and Korean names are supported.
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The biggest difference between this environme nt and the single byte character set single
language environment is that multiple languages, including the Japanese, Chinese and Korean
languages, are supported.
If the Tivoli Storage Manager client running in the UTF -8 locale can successfully backup all o f the
files in the system and no files are skipped on the backup, then you are in this environment.
If some files are skipped when running a Tivoli Storage Manager client backup and you see the
message shown below, then you are not in this envi ronment; instead, you are in environment 4,
“File names have different multiple byte encodings, such as DBCS and UTF -8 encoding”
ANS4042E Object name '/testData/en_US_files/file3?' contains one or more un recognized characters and is not valid

Tivoli Storage Manager Client Concerns
Just like the first environment, there are no special considerations for using the Tivoli Storage
Manager client to backup and restore files in this environment. The principle difference is that the
locale is UTF-8, not a single byte character set ISO 8859 variant. All file names will be displayed
correctly and all file names can be entered on the Backup -Archive client command-line client.
Requests to backup or restore a set of files using the wild card “*” specification will backup or
restore all files meeting the selection criteria.
This is a very powerful environment, but it is easy to add file names that contain invalid
UTF-8 characters and contaminate the pure UTF-8 environment. Running a selective
backup in the UTF-8 locale is one way to discover if the environment is contaminated and
to identify all invalid names.
In the following UTF-8 examples, fourteen files with names corresponding to the words for
“Server Version” in the fourteen different languages supported by the Tivoli Storage Manager
client were created.
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In the example below, the locale is set to English UTF-8 and the terminal encoding is set to UTF8. The ls command correctly displays all fourteen UTF -8 encoded files names correctly, the TSM
client messages are in English, a nd all of the selected files are backed up.
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If the locale is changed to RU_RU.UTF -8, the TSM client messages are in Russian, all file names
are still displayed correctly, and all of the selected files are backed up.
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The Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI can also be used to backup and restore UTF -8 files. In the
example below, the Tivoli Storage Manager GUI is running in the English UTF -8 locale and all
fourteen UTF-8 file names are displayed correctly.
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3. File Names Are in Different Single Byte Character Set
Encodings and the File Names A re in Multiple Languages
There are sixteen separate ISO 8859 single byte character set encoding definitions, ISO 8859 -1
to ISO 8859-16. File names containing characters other than the basic ASCII seven bit Latin
characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.) may display differently in different single byte ISO 8859 locales.
For example, the file with the name “file3¢” in the ISO 8859 -1 locale would display as “file3Ђ”
when displayed in an ISO 8859 -5 locale.

How Do I Know I'm in this Environment?
The most direct method to discover this environment is to query the locale with the command
locale. If the locale is a single byte ISO 8859 locale and file names are in different languages,
then you are probably in this environment. N ot all file names display correctly on the command
line and in the Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI and there is no support for Japanese, Chinese
or Korean names when running in this environment.

Tivoli Storage Manager Client Concerns
All files can be backed up or restored by the Tivoli Storage Manager client with no fear of seeing
the ANS4042E error message and skipping files during a backup. Requests to backup or restore
a set of files using the wild card “*” specification will backup or restore all file s meeting the
selection criteria.
The Tivoli Storage Manager client can run in any of the single byte character set ISO 8859
locales and backup and restore all files correctly . However, switching between the two different
locales could cause users confusio n as to which file is being accessed.
Restoration of files can be complicated in this environment because you may not be able to
specify the name of the file to be restored if the locale and the terminal encoding are not the
same as that of the file to be restored.
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Files with single byte chara cter set encoded names that can not be entered or displayed correctly
in the current locale can be backed up or restored by the TSM Backup -Archive command line
client if a wild card “*” specification is used.
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The Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI running in a single byte character set locale, such as
en_US.ISO8859-1, shows all of the file names, but file names containing characters defined in
other locales may not be displayed correctly.
This is a display problem , not a functional problem. If one or more of the files with the incorrectly
displayed names is selected to be backed up or restored, the backup or restore will process the
file correctly.
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4. File Names are in Different Encodings, Some of Which Are in a
DBCS or UTF-8 Encoding
This environment is similar to the previous environment in that there are files with names in
multiple languages and multiple character set encodings. The difference is that some of the file
names are encoded in incompatible multi ple byte character set encoding such as Japanese
DBCS or UTF-8.

How Do I Know I'm in this Environment?
If you support two or more DBCS languages such as Japanese, Chinese or Korean, you are in
this environment.
If you support a DBCS language and any other language besides English, you are in this
environment.
If you encounter the ANS4042E error message when running a backup with the Tivoli Storage
Manager client, you are in this environment .
If the Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI does not show some file names, you are in this
environment.
It is not always easy to determine if you are in this environment because if you have DBCS or
UTF-8 file names, the addition of just one file with a name that is incompatible with the DBCS or
UTF-8 locale will put you in this environment.

If You Are on a Linux System, You Are Probably in this
Environment
Linux systems normally default to UTF -8 file name. A Linux UTF-8 system may start out as a
UTF-8 system, but it is very easy to create a file with a name that is incomp atible with UTF-8 and
put you in this environment. For instance:
1. If the terminal emulator is changed to an encoding other than UTF -8 and a file is created
with any characters other than the basic Latin characters (A -Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.), you are
now in this environment.
2. If a file is copied from a remote non -UTF-8 system and the file name is composed of any
characters other than the basic Latin characters, you are now in this environment.
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An Environment Where the File Names Have Different
Encodings Is Complicated and Difficult to Administer
In the example below, four files with names corresponding to the English, German, Russian and
Japanese word for “date” were created with UTF -8 encoding, and an additional file named “Дата”
was created with the Russian ISO8859 -5 encoding. The addition of the Russian ISO -8859-5 file
puts the system in a mixed locale environment where it is not possible to correctly display both
the ISO 8859-5 encoded file and the UTF -8 encoded file in a single window.
The locale and terminal encoding are initially in the Russian UTF -8 locale and all of the UTF -8
files are displayed correctly, but the Russian ISO -8859-5 encoded file name is not displayed
correctly (In this case it is displayed as "? ???").
When the terminal encoding and the locale are changed to the Russian ISO -8859-5 encoding, the
single byte ISO8859-1 characters in the English and German file names ("date" and "Datum")
and the Russian ISO8859-5 encoded file “Дата” are displayed correctly but the Russian and
Japanese UTF-8 encoded file names are completely garbled.
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Tivoli Storage Manager Client Concerns
Deployed correctly, the Tivoli Storage Manager Linux and UNIX Backup -Archive Client can
be configured to properly protect all files regardless of their file name or the encoding
used to represent the file name.
If you are running in this environment, you should always run y our scheduled backups using a
single byte character set locale so that no files are skipped due to the file name containing
characters that are not defined in the current locale. When you restore files, you should attempt to
run in the same locale as the n ame of the file or files to be restored. However, any file that has
been backed up can always be restored regardless of the locale.
When running in multiple byte character set locale, such as the DBCS or UTF -8, files with names
composed of characters that are not valid in the locale can not be entered on the TSM client
command line and they may be skipped when running a backup where a wild card “*”
specification is used. If files are skipped, the following error message will be written.
ANS4042E Object name '/testData/en_US_files/file3?' contains one or more un recognized characters and is not valid.
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It is possible to use the Tivoli Storage Manager client to backup all of the files in a mixed
environment if the locale is set to a single byte locale such a s the English en_US.ISO8859 -1
locale. However, files whose names contain characters that are invalid in the chosen single byte
locale will not be displayed correctly and can not be entered on the command line. File names will
only be displayed correctly and can be entered on the Backup -Archive command-line client if the
locale of the TSM client is the same as the character encoding of the file name and the terminal
encoding is configured properly.
The Tivoli Storage Manager client include/exclude processing is also locale sensitive. Care must
be taken to ensure that the include/exclude statements in the dsm.sys file match the encoding of
the names of the files to be included or excluded. One way to check this is to cat the dsm.sys file
while running in the locale corresponding to the files names to be included or excluded. If the cat
display does not match the expected file names, the encoding in the dsm.sys file is incorrect.
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Files Can Always Be Backed Up or Restored, but Care Must
Be Used in Entering or Displaying the File Names
The Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI will display all of the file names when running in a single
byte character set locale such as ISO8859 -1. However, file names containing characters that are
not valid in the locale may not be di splayed correctly. .
The example below shows the display when th e Tivoli Storage Manager GUI is started in the
English ISO 8859-1 locale and the directory containing the ISO 8859 files is displayed. All ten
files are shown, but file names containing chara cters that are not defined in the current locale are
not displayed correctly.
This is a display problem, not a functional problem. If one or more of the files with the incorrectly
displayed names is selected to be backed up or restored, the backup or resto re will process the
selected files correctly.
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If the Tivoli Storage Manager client GUI is started in a UTF -8 locale, all of the files with UTF -8
encoded names will be displayed correctly, but file names composed of characters that are not
valid in the UTF-8 locale will be completely skipped in the display !
The directory in the display below actually has ten files, Czech, English, French, German,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish named files. The UTF -8 display
skipped the Hungarian, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish named files because the file names
contained characters that were invalid in the UTF -8 locale of the Tivoli Storage Manager GUI.
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3. Migrating to a Different Character Set
Encoding is Difficult
It is possible to convert an ISO 8859 or DBCS character set encoded environment to an all UTF-8
environment, but the conversion process is complex. Whenever possible , it is better to start with a
clean UTF-8 only environment.
Converting files from an ISO8859 or DBCS character set encoding to a UTF-8 encoding is not a
simple operation. The process requires several steps that have considerable implications on your
environment

Renaming Files from One Character Set Encoding is
a Two Step Operation
It is not possible to rename files from one character set encoding to another with a simple rename
command. The rename command is running in a single locale and all of the inputs to that
command are in that locale. Attempting to rename the ISO8859 -1 file für to the UTF-8 equivalent
would result in an error with no change to the file’s name.
mv für für
mv: ‘für’ and ‘für’ are the same file
The simplest way to rename a file from one character set encoding to another is to first rename
the offending file to an intermediate name using just the basic Latin characters. The basic Latin
characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9, etc.) compose the seven bit ASCII characters (the high order bit of the
eight bit byte for these characters is always zero), and they have the same encoding in all
supported locales. Since the basic Latin characters are valid in all locales, you can switch to the
target locale and perform a second rename of the basic Latin name to the locale specific name.
The terminal’s copy and paste function can be used to ease this operation. First , copy the initial
name to the terminal’s clipboard. Then, paste the file name into first operand on the first rename
command. Next, switch the terminal’s encoding to the target locale and paste the same name into
the second operand on the second rename command. This reuse of the same copied name
works because the terminal emulator treats the pasted character on the rename command as
new input that is encoded in the current terminal encoding.
Another way to change a file’s name to a different character set enco ding is to use a program
such as iconv to convert the name from one encoding to another. There is no official utility for
performing such conversions; however, there is perl convmv utility available on the I nternet that
provides the ability to rename files from one locale to another :
convmv –f ISO8859-1 –t UTF-8 für

Renaming a File May Not Be Sufficient
Renaming the file may not be sufficient when converting to a UTF-8 environment. Once the file
name has been changed, the enhanced display and backup and r estore capabilities of UTF -8
named files is available. However , the data inside the file is still in its original encoding. This may
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or not be a problem, depending on how the data in the file is processed. If the data is processed
in a locale independent m anner, then no change to the file data encoding is required. However , if
the processing is dependent upon the locale, then the character set of the data in the file must
also be changed.
For example, if a search program is used to look for an instance of a word in a file, the search
program would fail if the character set encoding of the name was changed but not the data inside
the file. In the example shown below, the program search takes two arguments, a file name and
the string to search for.
search für groß
If this program is run in an ISO88 59 locale, it would search for a different character string than if it
were run in a UTF-8 locale. In this case, both the character set encoding of the file name and the
character set encoding of the file data mu st be changed to UTF-8 for the search program to
execute successfully.
The file data can be converted from its original character set encoding to UTF -8 character set
encoding with the iconv utility as long as all of the data in the file is character data. If the file
contains a mixture of character data and binary data, there is no general purpose conversion
utility Files containing a mixture of character data and binary data can only be converted by
programs that understand the mixed format of the file.
In the case of the file “für” , which consists of character data, the iconv utility can be used to
convert the data to the UTF -8 character set encoding.
iconv –f ISO8859-1 –t UTF-8 für

The Global Environment Must Be Changed for All
Users
Once the ISO8859-1 file “für” has been renamed to a UTF -8 file, it is a different file. No T ivoli
Storage Manager backups exist for this file, and the file name can not be displayed or entered
properly while the terminal is in the original ISO8859 -1 encoding. The terminal encoding must be
changed for every user of the original file to make this rename operation transparent.
Changing a user’s default terminal encoding is a global change that affects all of the files
accessed by the user. File s whose names are in the same character set encoding as the terminal
can be displayed, but files whose names are not in the same character set encoding as the
terminal emulator can no longer be displayed correctly unless the terminal encoding is changed
to match that specific file name encoding.
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4. Character Set Encoding Standard s
The ISO 8859 Variations
ISO 8859-1 is a standard character encoding of the Latin alphabet. Byte values 0 to 31(decimal)
are not assigned in this standard, byte values 32 to 127 correspond to stand ard Latin characters
(i.e., the English alphabet and numeric digits), and byte values 128 to 159 are also not assigned.
This means that in a single byte ISO 8859 locale, any byte with a value fro m 32 to 127 or from
160 to 255 can be displayed as a charact er in an ISO 8859 locale. Characters outside of that
range cannot be displayed. Attempts to display these characters will normally be replaced with
the '?' character.
It should be obvious that 256 characters are inadequate to encode all of the languages covered in
the ISO 8859 standard: English, French, German, Polish, Croatian, Latvian, Russian, Greek,
Arabic, Hebrew, etc.
Because a single standard for the 8 bit ASCII characters cannot encode the characters for all of
these languages, there are 16 variati ons of this encoding standard, ISO 8859 -1 to ISO 8859-16.
Each of these 16 variants has different definitions for the characters corresponding to 160 to 255.
The existence of 16 different variations of the ISO 8859 standard means that the same binary
encoded file name may appear different in different locales. For instance, the character x'A2' is
the character '¢' in ISO 8859 -1; however, it is the character ' Ђ' in ISO 8859 -5 and 'ą' is ISO
8859-16.

Unicode and UTF-8
The Unicode standard was defined to resolve the complexities of mu ltiple code pages. The
Unicode standard is a character set coding system designed to support all of the modern
languages and many of the ancient languages in a singl e encoding scheme. The Unicode
standard is continually evolvin g as new characters and code points are added.
The original Unicode standard defined a 16 -bit encoding for approximately 16,000 different
characters. This original standard has been extended to support more than 16,000 characters
and to support systems such as UNIX that define strings as sequences of eight bit bytes.
The latest Unicode standard defines three different encodings for each character in the standard:



The UTF-8 encoding for each character is composed of one or more eight bit bytes. UTF 8 is commonly found on UNIX systems.



The UTF-16 encoding for each character is composed of one of more 16 bit values. UTF 16 is used on Microsoft Windows systems.



The UTF-32 encoding for each character is composed of one 32 bit value for each
character.

All three of these encodings are equivalent in that any one of the three encodings can be
converted into either of the other two using a computer algorithm. There is no need for a table
lookup to convert from one to another.
For more information on the Unicode standa rd, refer to the Unicode Standard.
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For an excellent discussion on the three different encodings of Unicode, refer to “Forms of
Unicode”.

Extended Unix Code
Extended Unix Code (EUC) is a multiple byte character encoding system used primarily for
Japanese, Korean and simplified Chinese. This encoding scheme allows the easy mixing of 7 -bit
ASCII and multiple byte 8-bit Japanese characters.
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